Preliminary Research Description In Developing Tematics Learning Materials by Using Character Building and Discovery Learning to Establish Children aged 6-9 Years
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Abstract—The realization of character building in the learning process becomes the purpose of analysis in this research. The analysis of this study was conducted to overcome many attitude problems in the elementary school through the process of education in the schools. The research process was done by using Ploomp model which grouped into 3 steps, namely Preliminary Research, Prototype Pase, and Assessment Stage. The research finding in preliminary were children aged 6-9 years who need integrated thematic materials based on character education have characteristic: 50.79% of them have hobby of playing with various types of games, 38.10% of them like red color, 53.97% of them like food with material chicken, 37.30% of them like cartoon character figure, 42.06% of them like apple with, 48.41% of them, like spinach and 68.25% of them like type of drink with juice percentage. This analysis shows an early description of the character of children aged 6-9 years which is very useful in making teaching materials for the realization of character building.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of character building in elementary school becomes the main highlight which concerned in education in Indonesia. It occurs because there are many negative attitudes that were done by the students nowadays[1]. It happens not only in teaching learning process but also when they have interaction with other students. One of the problems that become concerned in education world especially in elementary school, for example, LBH (Legal Aid) Padang city, November 23, 2014, some case was done by elementary school’s students, because elementary school education is a first step to building the next young generation character[6]. The character building is the main concerned in education, so the government has intergrated the character building in education, begin from competency-based curriculum (2004), then, level education unit curriculum[7]. The last, the character become one of competency that determine the achievement of education through 2013 curriculum[8].

In 2013 curriculum, Students’ competence is developed as main competence. It is designed in line with the increasing age of students in a particular class. Vertical integrated on various basic competences in the different class can be maintenance through main competence. The formulation of main competence uses this following notation: (a) main competence 1 for spiritual behavior, (b) main competence 2 for social behavior, (c) main competence 3 for knowledge, (d) main competence 4 for ability. Behaviors competence (spiritual and social) requires students to have thinking ability and act productively and creatively in the abstract and real field based on what has assigned to them. Therefore, a teacher should have a creative way to create an effective learning process in order to optimize the competence that has been explained[9].

Based on the result of document analysis from a material that was used in a school, it found that some material that was used by the teachers still have some weakness. It can be seen through main competence and problem formulation. Character building is still in introduction level[10]. Character building presented in the teaching materials has not suggested students to apply the character[11]. The material was used by the
teacher just explain students about one character[12]. Basically, ‘students’ book’ should help students to understand the character and morality and introduces the value of cognitive way. It means that the value or character is reasonable for them. Furthermore, it can also help students to comprehend the value with the affective way[13]. So the students can think what the significant character is and what is the impact can appear if it is not done and at the end, students can see the valuable experience in a real way. Thus, it facilitates the students to practice that character in their real life. Based on preliminary research that the authors did in schools implementing the 2013 curriculum obtained information that are problems in the implementation. These problems were: (1) some students acted disrespectfully to other students, (2) teaching learning process was still to answer the question in students’ book, (3) teacher was dominant in teaching learning process (4) it was still question and answer system between teacher and some students, so teaching learning process became monotonous, (5) the learning was not developed students activity in giving opinion, gave questions, even caused a negative activities such as played, walked around the class (6) less interaction between teacher and students or students and students in learning process. Based on the problems that have been explained above, it is necessary to provide the teaching materials to support thematics learning process that is integrated the character building. Kemendikbud (ministries of education and culture) (2013) gave a directive that the development of thematic material was the main terms in order to achieve the teaching materials that can adopt this characteristic is the development, and surrounding environment needed. One of learning process based on the students' character, the current teaching materials that can create an effective teaching-successful in teaching and learning process.

The explanation above implies teachers to develop teaching materials that can create an effective teaching-learning process based on the students’ character, the current development, and surrounding environment needed. One of the teaching materials that can adopt this characteristic is the materials of thematically integrated that can integrate the character building based on discovery learning [8][14][15], [16][18]. Good or bad person character can be seen from their everyday habit. Someone has a good character if in their real life has three habits: habits of mind, habits of the heart, habits of action[19]. Based on the explanation above it can be said that character is a self-illustration such as an attitude, action, and behavior that can be seen from their habit. The right character for education consists of an operative value, action value includes three parts, morality knowledge, morality feeling, and morality behavior[19]. Moreover, education character is a process of giving guidance to students become a real human being, having a character in heart dimension, mind, body, feeling, and intention[20]. In addition, character building is an effort to understand, create, implement and teach the value of ethics for theirselves, society or even for the citizen. The character that develops in this research includes five values: (1) honest, (2) discipline, (3) responsibility, (4) well mannered, (5) care, and (6) confidence[21]. Learning of implementing behavior can be taught in thematics learning. Furthermore, thematics learning is a learning that includes some subjects to give some experience to the students[22].

II.  RESEARCH METHODS

Development model was used adapted from McKenny model. It consists of three main steps: (1) preliminary research, (2) prototyping phase, and (3) assessment stage [23]. Preliminary research: need analysis, content analysis, literature purpose, the development of the conceptual framework. Prototype stage: design of the prototype, the evaluation to increase the product that is designed. Assessment stage: evaluation to get information whether the product has to fulfill specification rule or it needs revision.

Preliminary research: the purpose of this step is to decide and define the requisites that are needed to develop the material. This activity analysis consists to six aspects, they are curriculum aspect, concept, students, material (teacher’ book, student’ book, and lesson plan), discovery learning, the literature of character building.

Prototype stage: the activities in this stage are to make a prototype plan, evaluation, and revision with the purpose to create materials, and thematics lesson plan based on discovery learning for fourth-grade students that have high quality.

Assessment stage: in this stage, the effectiveness of product will be tested. The effectiveness of product means a measurement to find the effect of the product to the users. Effectiveness aspect is observed in the learning process by using thematics material integrated with character building.

III.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The result of Preliminary Research Description in Developing Thematic Learning Materials by Using Character Building and Discovery Learning in the step of the preliminary research can be served as follow: analysis is done toward 2013 curriculum, students’ book, materials needed, and students’ characteristics.

Need analysis is done toward the material refers to two main aspects: content and design. Curriculum analysis that is done to analyze the main competence and basic competence, concept, and assignment. Analysis of students’ characteristic is done to know the material suitability that has developed with a level of students’ development. The result as follow:

A.  Curriculum Analysis

Based on the result of material document analysis that was used in the school, it found that lesson plan that is used by teacher still has a weakness. The problems can be seen from basic competence and formulation of the problem. For example, basic competence and formulation of the problem are not suitable for knowledge and skill in the material (teachers’ book).

The mapping of basic competence is not appropriate for fourth-grade students. Based on contents of PJOK (Physical Education, Sport, and Health) learning, there is 2 basic competence that will be achieved, basic competence number 3.2 for knowledge and basic competence number 4.1 for skill. The basic competence has just one indicator and it is not clear whether knowledge indicator and the skill have formulated. It also happened in IPS (social sciences) subject, it was only one indicator and it was not clear too. Then, PPKN (Pancasila and citizenship education) subject had 3 basic competence that will be achieved, such as Bc 3.1 and 3.4 for knowledge and Bc 4.1.
for skill. It means, it still needs to add one Bc about knowledge, it is Bc 4.4. So, it will be in line between knowledge and skill to be achieved.

Next, character buildings in the students’ book are just only an introduction about what students must do. This is a part of education character in student’s book. It can be seen in picture 1.

Based on picture 1 above describes that character building just for introduction. In this case, students only are given the knowledge of character, but the students’ book should facilitate students to understand the character or morality value with cognitive way. It means value of the moralitity logically for them. Then, this book also can make them understand and make them can think the use of a good character or they can understand what are the effect will be assured if they do not have good character or morality value in their real life. The last, this book also can facilitate them to practice this value in their daily activities.

B. Concept Analysis

According to Rusman (2012:260) the scope of thematic learning development encompasses the entire content of subject in class I, II, and III of elementary school, namely the content of learning religion, Indonesian Language, Mathematics, Natural Science (IPA), Pancasila and Citizenship education (PPKrn), Social Sciences (IPS), Cultural Arts and Workshops (SBDP), as well as Physical Education, Sports, and Health (PJOK).

Indonesian Language lesson consists of four skills, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing skill. According to Yunus (2012: 94), "Listening is a deliberate intention to grasp the sound of a language even though it has not been oriented to the formation of an understanding of the message contained in the sound of the language". Kundhara and Slamet (2012:34) state that, "Speaking is a means to communicate ideas which are organized and developed based on the needs of the listener. Cox (in Jonah, 2012:148) states that reading is a psychological process to determine the meaning of written words. Tarigan (2008:27) suggests that "Writing is to show or to draw graphics symbols to describe a language that a person understands so that people can read the graphic symbols if they understand the language and graphic representations".

Science subjects are the subjects related to living creatures and the surrounding natural environment obtained by systematically finding out about nature. The scope of IPA (Natural Sciences) according to MoNE (2006:485) are (1) human beings and their life processes, (2) things, (3) energy and its change, and (4) earth and universe. IPS (social sciences) study about a set of events, facts, concepts, and generalizations related to social issues. In elementary school level, IPS subjects include materials geography, history, sociology, and economics. Through IPS subjects, students are directed becoming democratic and responsible Indonesian citizens and also becomea peace-loving world citizen. The learning objectives of Social Studies by Banks (in Sapriyadi, et al, 2006: 18 are: "(1) knowledge, (2) skills, (3) attitudes and values, and the actions of citizens."

While Somantri (in Aziz, 1999:14) states that PPKn (Pancasila and citizenship education) is a social subject that aims to foster and develop students to become good citizens. Good citizens are citizens who know and are able to do good things or in general who know, realize, and do their rights and duties as a citizen.

According to the Ministry of National Education (2006: 416), "Mathematics is a universal science that underlies the development of modern technology, has an important role in various disciplines to develop the human mind." The scope of the subjects of Maths (2006:417) is (1) number, (2) geometry and measurement, and (3) data processing.

The field of study of Cultural Arts and Workshops according to MoNE (2006:610), is a field of study that has multilingual, multidimensional and multicultural. It has a role in the personal student harmonious formation based on students’ development need in achieving multiple intelligences.

C. Characteristic Analysis of Learners

Characteristics of learners aged 6-9 years can be reviewed from several types of development, namely: physical-motor development, intellectual development, language development, emotional development, and social development. This analysis is required before designing the teaching materials. According to Uno (2007:27) ‘identifying the behavior and characteristics of learners is necessary to do in order to know the quality of individuals who can be used as a guide in learning planning. Analysis of the characteristics of learners made as a basic reference to developing the integrated thematic material of character building and discovery learning in elementary schools. Analyzing the level of language development of learners is used for consideration in preparing the language of teaching materials. Analyzing the intellectual development of learners is used for consideration in setting the level of difficulty of problems in the text reading material and answering questions. While analyzing the physical-motor development, emotional development, social development, learning motivation learners are used for consideration in designing the presentation of teaching materials to make learners interest or make give them motivation in learning.

The results of characteristics analysis of learners aged 6-9 years in SD Negeri 41 Sawahan districts of East Padang and Adzkia Elementary school of Kuranji districts, Padang City. The elementary school students with 6-9 years old in this school can use the long and complex language structure. If found when the learners told about what they had read using...
their own language. Learners also had expressed their opinions in groups. Learners were also found involved in discussion with their friends beside them.

They also acted as a listener who likes to think. It is seen when they listened to their seatmate’s opinions, the learners listened with seriously. The facial features of the learner are not empty (has meaning). Learners were seemed focus on listening to their friends’ sentences. Learners were not just silent after his friend spoke. Her friend’s conversation was replied with the argument she was thinking about. The same fact was also found when learners listened and responded to their friends’ opinions during group discussions, and listened and responded to their friends’ stories in front of the class.

Learners have a tendency to prioritize reading activities for learning. From the fact, it found that learners tend to open textbooks in the learning process. Learners opened a book for a specific page if asked by the teacher. However, it is also found that learners open books on certain pages to find the information needed during the learning process.

The intellectual characteristics of 6-9 year old students in SD Negeri 41 Sawahan district of Padang Timur and SD Adzkia Kuranji district, Padang City that learners have the ability to think deductively and inductively. The proof, learners were able to give the feedback to the contents of the text readings orally.

Learners have the ability to think analysis or they begin to think critically. Critical thinking was shown by learners in the learning process in responding the statement in the book. In addition, besides they could respond statements in the book, they also responded the opinions of their friends in the group. It was also found that the learners could respond the something that they had discussed in the class.

The language used by the learners began communicatively. When telling the stories, the other learners were able to understand the story that the learner was told. The words were used by the learners could make the other person gave a response to what he was told. It means that learners are able to analyze the relationships as verbally that emphasize the use of logic.

Characteristics of physical-motor development of students aged 6-9 years in SD Negeri 41 Sawahan district of East Padang and Adzkia Elementary Kuranji district, Padang City is performed various movements with a clear purpose. Forexamples is the learner activities which involved physical in performing their duties can be seen from their eyes movements. Eyes movements were shown when the learners stared at the other person. In addition, besides this eyes movements, it was also found at the movement of the learners’ hands. The learner’s hand moved while explaining her opinion. This indicates that the learners tried to convince the other person. This action was found when they were discussing.

Other activities are found in relation to physical movements was the efforts of learners to move their hands while searching for a particular page. A common activity is found in which learners use their hands to write. It means that the learners are able to write and hold the book.

Learners also have an agile motor activity. The activity is shown when the learner raised his hand quickly when they wanted to ask some questions. The learner also raised his hand quickly when he wanted to answer the questions from the teacher. Other agile activities were also found when learners had quickly responded when asked by teachers to do certain tasks.

Characteristics of emotional development of students aged 6-9 years in SD Negeri 41 Sawahan district of Padang Timur and Adzkia Elementary School Kuranji district, Padang City is the learners are accustomed to having a good friendship. Friendship activities were as done by the learners is based on with the environment which is considered good. This tendency is found when they had the peer tutor communication. Learners were preferred to choose a good friend according to them.

In the morning, the learners showed high spirits in the learning process of Indonesian language lesson. This activity performed to look more active. Learners also are shown a sense of curiosity about what he was learning. These show that learners have a passion for learning.

Learners have respectful or appreciative of themselves and others. This attitude is shown when learners knew their friends did not carry stationery, like a pen. Learners directly lent the pen to them. Because he has more than one pen. Respect is also indicated by the actions of learners when students asked the questions to their friends. Their friends directly gave positive responses by explaining what is understood about the material to their friends in their own language.

Characteristics of social development of students aged 6-9 years in SD Negeri 41 Sawahan district of Padang Timur and Adzkia Elementary school Kuranji district, Padang City is the learners are able and accustomed to working together. This action occurs when working in groups. Learners will listen to their friend's opinion. Learners are also able to share tasks in groups. The group leader sets up each task, such as the chairman as a guide what will be done. While one of the friends was appointed to write the results of the discussion. That is, besides they accustomed to working together, learners are also able to work in groups.

Learners are interested in peer activities. This activity is shown when learners have finished doing their individual tasks, next will be questioning between peer tutors. Learners also had a correction of their friends’ task. Discussion activities in the group are also often shown in the learning process. Mini discussions often occurred without being asked between seatmate.

D. Needs Analysis

The purpose of needs analysis is to examine more deeply about the various aspects needed to achieve an effective learning process. Effective learning can not be separated from the use of teaching materials in the learning process. These teaching materials can help students to understand the characters and apply it in daily activities. Therefore, needs analysis is focused on the analysis of the problems contained in teaching materials used by teachers and learners during the learning process. To develop effective teaching materials, of course, it also needs an effective RPP (lesson plan).

Based on the observations made in SD Negeri 41 Sawahan, Padang Timur District and Adzkia Elementary School, Kuranji district of Padang City, the theme of thematic learning that will be developed is healthy and nutritious food, so it takes data about students related to various things that are liked, including favorite foods and drinks. The data of the
students’ needs of the Padang city consist of the reading hobby, favorite color, favorite food, favorite picture, favorite fruit, favorite vegetables, and favorite drink. This data can be referenced by the author in designing and developing teaching materials. One of the things considered in developing teaching materials is the characteristics of students.

The result of the observation shows that students at the age of 6-9 years enjoy reading as much as 19 students, enjoying the hobby of learning as much as 7 students, like playing as much as 64 students, cooking hobby as much as 5 students, like drawing as much as 11 students, 8 students, love the hobby of coloring as much as 2 students, enjoying the hobby of washing as much as 1 student, enjoying singing hobby as much as 6 students, enjoying the hobby of fishing as much as 4 students, enjoying the hobby of music as many as 7 students, enjoying the dancing hobby as much as 3 students, 9 students. That is, most or 50.79% of students have a hobby of playing. Teaching materials that will be based on the students’ dominant preference are playing activities. The results of observation can be seen in chart 1 below.

Observation of student favorite color data shows that students at 6-9 years old like blue color as many as 23 students, like red color as many as 48 students, like green color as many as 14 students, like a purple color as many as 8 students, like white color as much as 3 students, orange as many as 11 students, like black color as much as 3 students, like the color pink as many as 19 students, and like the color yellow as many as 18 students. That is, 38.10% of students like the color red. The teaching materials to be made can be based on the students’ dominant preference is the color red. The results of observation can be seen in the following chart 2.

Observation of student favorite food data shows that students at the age of 6-9 years like to eat chicken basic ingredients as much as 68 students, like eating soup as many as 6 students, like eating fried rice as much as 22 students, like eating rendang as many as 17 students, like eating martabak egr 3 students, love to eat noodles as much as 4 students, like to eat pizza as much as 8 students, like to eat food with fish basic ingredients as much as 2 students, like to eat jerky as many as 8 students, like to eat with fish with basic ingredients as much as 20 students, and likes to eat bread as much as 1 student. That is, 53.97% of students like to eat food with chicken basic ingredients. Teaching materials to be made can be based on the students’ dominant preference is the food with chicken basic ingredients. The results of observation can be seen in chart 3 below.

Observation of student favorite data shows that students at 6-9 years old like cartoon characters as much as 47 students, like scenery pictures as many as 41 students, like pictures of objects or tools as many as 17 students, like environmental pictures as many as 11 students, and love the image of war as much as 2 students. That is, 37.30% of students love the cartoon image. The instructional material to be created can be based on the students dominant preference is the cartoon image. The results of observation can be seen in chart 4 below.
Observation data of students’ favorite fruit showed that students at the age of 6-9 years like mangoosteen fruit as much as 2 students, like fruit strawberry as many as 18 students, like grapes as many as 41 students, like dragon fruit as many as 14 students, like pear as many as 5 students, apple fruit as many as 53 students, like banana fruit as much as 14 students, like citrus fruit as many as 34 students, like durian fruit as many as 21 students, like melon fruit as much as 30 students, like pineapple fruit as much as 4 students, and likes watermelon fruit as much as 2 students. That is, most or 42.06% of students love apples. Teaching materials to be made can be directed to the discussion about the apple. The results of observation can be seen in chart 5 below.

Observation of student favorite vegetable data showed that students at the age of 6-9 years like to eat spinach as much as 61 students, like to consume kale as much as 52 students, like to eat vegetables broccoli as many as 8 students, like mungosumsi cabbage as much 4 students, like to eat carrot as many as 29 students, enjoying hobbies like eating mustard vegetables as many as 7 students, like to eat vegetable toge as many as 11 students, like to consume bean as much as 2 students, and like to consume potato as many as 14 students. That is, 48.41% of students love to eat spinach. Teaching materials to be made can be directed to the discussion of spinach. The results of observation can be seen in the following chart 6.

Observation of student favorite beverage data showed that students at the age of 6-9 years like to drink fruit juice as much as 86 students, like to drink syrup as much as 1 student, like drinking tea as much as 41 students, like drinking coffee as much as 2 students, like drinking soda as many as 5 students, like drinking mineral water as much as 21 students, and like drinking milk as much as 20 students. That is, 68.25% of students like to drink fruit juice. Teaching materials to be made can be directed to the discussion of fruit juice. The results of observation can be seen in chart 7 below.

Based on the discussion of research findings that have been done can be concluded that at the preliminary research stage, children aged 6-9 years require integrated thematic materials based on character education. The teaching materials will be made according to the character of the students as well as the things they like. Most students have a hobby of playing with various types of games with a percentage of 50.79%, like the color red with a percentage of 38.10%, like food with chicken basic ingredients with 53.97% percentage, likes cartoon characters with percentage 37.30%, likes apples with percentage 42.06%, likes spinach with percentage 48.41%, and likes kind of fruit juice drink with percentage 68.25%. This analysis shows an early description of the character of children aged 6-9 years which is very useful in making
teaching materials for the realization of character building. This data can be referenced by the author in designing and developing teaching materials. One of the things considered in developing teaching materials is the characteristics of students.
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